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Abstract
Re-defining Toronto’s Collective Housing: An Architectural Model for Floating Communities in the Don River Watershed is meant to be a critique of the existing typology of floating communities in Toronto, and a proposal for a new model
focused around building a sustainable and intentional culture around the water.
Existing water-based communities in Toronto pose many issues in terms of sustainability, land use, community, stewardship and public access to the waterfront.
This thesis will address these issues and serve as a kick starter to the development
of similar communities in the future.
Toronto is a large waterfront urban centre, however, even given its history
surrounding the water, the current city is not very oriented around it. The idea of an
affordable community focused around the water has the opportunity to elevate this
connection between the city, its inhabitants and its watersheds. This thesis will analyze and take into consideration the current typology of floating communities in the
city and draw on the inspiration of global precedents to develop a program model
that values the importance of community, sustainability, financial accessibility and
local culture. This thesis aims to aid not only in the development of community, but
also in the remediation and conservation of Toronto watersheds, providing a place
for conservationists and eco-minded patrons to live closely with the ecosystems
they strive to protect. The final design will use a sensitive design approach to build a
program and building system that reflects the goals and ideals of this study.

Question:
How can a new floating community typology address the lack of balance and
attention to our watersheds through an affordable and sustainable community focused model?
Keywords:
Resilience – Stewardship – Conservation – Restoration – Community - Craft
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Introduction

typology that addresses the issues I have discovered
along the way.

From a young age my papou (grandfather)
would tell me stories of the old wooden boat he lived
on in the Toronto Harbour. When he arrived to Canada, and set his sights on Toronto, he needed to find
a place to live, and the most affordable option for him
at the time was an old wooden boat moored in the
harbour. As I listened to these stories of his adventures, I dreamt of this romantic lifestyle on the water,
escaping the mundane life on land to start my own
adventures.

Historically, people were led to the water for
many reasons, which differ depending on the particular set of conditions which exist in each region. In
North America, these reasons revolved around the
financial and economic climate of the area. For example, the floating home community of Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories, where families began to move
their homes onto barges when the taxes in the 1980s
became very high.1 Today, more people have been
drawn to the water, which has grown into a culturally rich community.2 Another example is the shanty
boat communities of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers,
where the cost of housing was too expensive, so people made small, homemade houseboats from industrial scrap material found along the river’s edge.3
1
Burt, Margaret, “Redeveloping the Houseboat Community
of Yellowknife: An Exploration into the Pertinence of True Sustainability
in Northern Communities” (M.Arch Thesis: Faculty of Graduate Studies, Laurentian University, 2020).
2
Burt, Margaret.
3
Kristen Dirksen, How the Mississippi Shantyboats Helped
Build a Culture, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OttgP-

Figure 1.1: “28’ Owens Wood Boat, Needs Restoration.” Pinterrest. AccessedSeptember 29, 2020. https://www.pinterest.capin/111886371963719624/?nic_ v2=1a70103wC.

This interest in floating communities and life
on the water lead me to the work of Wes Modes, the
mind behind A Secret History of the American River
People. Over many years Modes travelled along the
major river systems of the United States, including
the Ohio, Mississippi, and Tennessee Rivers, along
the way documenting the continuing history of the
nation’s many shanty boat communities. After learning about these differing communities around North
America, I examined those closer to home via the water-based communities of Toronto. From researching
these communities, I have discovered a set of unique
conditions which I aim to study, and understand
through this thesis. This will lead to proposing a new

Figure 1.2: Shanty Boats on the Bank of a River “History,” A Secret History of American River People (blog), May 21, 2014, https://peoplesriverhistory.us/project/ history/.

Areas of Exploration

shocking, and a real problem for many who currently
live in the city, or wish to move into it. These are the
same set of issues that lead individuals and families
to move to varying types of alternative living situations, like the floating homes of Yellowknife, and the
shanty boat communities across the United States.
The Toronto Regions Real Estate Board published
that in February 2021 the average selling price for
a residential home was over a million ($1,045,488)
and the average rent for a one-bedroom apartment
was $1,845 per month.4 These numbers are shocking when compared to the average selling price of a
house in Canada at $678,091, approximately 1/3 less
than Toronto.5 This makes it exceedingly difficult for
people of average income to make their way in the
existing housing markets in Toronto.

Interaction with Toronto Waters
Although Toronto is a large waterfront city,
its daily culture is not so much focused around the
water. Most of the waterfront area in the city is public; however, besides The Beaches and the Toronto
Islands (Algonquin Island etc.) there are very few options for patrons to live on the water. The inland rivers
and streams are mostly disregarded, seen as filthy,
dangerous places. In addition to water sports, most of
the options for interacting with the water comprise
boardwalks and park space, where the transition into
the water is usually defined by a tall concrete wall. This
lack of soft transition, and programs oriented toward
the water, makes it difficult for the public to interact with it in a way that isn’t simply enjoying the view.
There are several marinas along the Toronto waterfront, but these are usually elite and used by inhabitants for recreation only.

Sustainability
Like many large cities in the world, Toronto is
currently operating in a very unsustainable way. People live in very dense conditions, relying on big box
stores, foreign manufacturing, and large-scale agriculture from outside the city. Prior to 1950, 75% of
the world lived in small self-sustaining communities,
but by 2050, the opposite will be true where 75% of
the world will live in dense, unsustainable mega-cities.6 This trend has a much larger effect on the planet,
but also on our way of life. By creating more small,
self-sustaining communities we have more agency
over the things we make for ourselves and the way
we produce them. Architects need to generate new
collective housing alternatives in a way that has much
less impact on the environment, with less reliance on
industrial scaled operations.

Gentrification
Any current floating communities in Toronto have become very gentrified. They seldom relate
back to the origins of people moving to the water for
an affordable housing alternative. Now the floating
communities have become a boutique typology which
closer resembles a cottage or suburb. In most cases
these serve as secondary homes or vacation properties, costing upwards of $8,000 per year in docking
fees at a marina, besides the payments for the vessel
or floating home, maintenance, utilities etc. In some
cases, property tax is also owed to the government.
These communities no longer serve as an affordable
alternative to living on land, but rather become a boutique place for the wealthy to vacation.

4
“TRREBHome - Market Stats - Quick Overview,” accessed
December 10, 2020, https://trreb.ca/index.php/market-news/market-stats.
5
“National Price Map – CREA,” accessed December 19,
2020, https://www.crea.ca/housing-market-stats/national-price-map/.
6
James Ehrlich, The Future of Living: Self-Sustaining Villages
| James Ehrlich | TEDxKlagenfurt, 2017, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QdNAEbAkThA&list=TLPQMTYxMTIwMjAmnfwxzbyHAw&index=6.

Housing Costs
The rising housing costs in Toronto are
FvGQYI.
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Where are Toronto’s Water-Based Communities?

tached houses on Ward’s and Algonquin Islands.7
The Beaches and Cliffside consist of detached and
semi-detached housing on the mainland of Toronto.
None of the houses have direct waterfront property, but a view of the lake across small plots of public
space costs a premium. These prestigious lakeside
neighbourhoods have very little public transportation
options and rarely allow road parking which makes it
very difficult for anyone living outside the community
to access whatever public space there may be.

Toronto is currently home to a variety of
communities based around the waters of Lake Ontario. They all have unique features, but remain oriented around the water, whether they are on land
or on the water. These communities consist of marinas, Toronto Island Community, The Beaches, and
Cliffside. The marinas consist of boats, house boats
and floating homes at a dock. The Toronto Island
Community consists of 240 small cottage-like de-

7
“10 Strange and Unusual Things You Might Not Know about
the Toronto Islands,” accessed December 19, 2020, https://www.blogto.
com/city/2014/10/10_quirky_things_to_know_about_the_toronto_islands/.

Figure 3.1: Satellite Map of Toronto Showing Position of Bluffer’s Park Marina, “Satellite View Toronto.” Google Earth. Google. Accessed September 29,
2020. https://earth.google.com/web/@43.63384285,-79.34351069,76.23103265a,15336.92826161d,35y,12.10772566h,0.96824335t,0r.

Figure 2: Map of Toronto Floating Communities, (By Authour, 2020) Base map modified from, “Learn ArcGIS,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://learngis2.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.
html. Images from
-Jonathan Forani | Photography by Derek Shapton | June 27, 2018. “Inside Scarborough’s Hidden Community of --Floating Homes,” July 5, 2018. https://torontolife.com/real-estate/inside-scarboroughs-hidden-community-floating-homes/.
- Yiorgaks. “Scarborough Bluffs Park and Bluffers Park Marina March 19 2017.” Youtube, March 21, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rw44evXqG5k.
-“Google Maps,” Google Maps, accessed December 21, 2020, https://www.google.com/maps/@43.6275866,-79.3592143,3a,75y,92.67h,90t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1suJFiMq76sC3vhTtJOcvLbw!2e0!6s%2F%2Fgeo3.ggpht.com%2Fcbk%3Fpanoid%
3DuJFiMq76sC3vhTtJOcvLbw%26output%3Dthumbnail%26cb_client%3Dmaps_sv.tactile.gps%26thumb%3D2%26w%3D203%26h%3D100%26yaw%3D93.69026%26pitch%3D0%26th
umbfov%3D100!7i13312!8i6656.
-“Harbourfront Centre - Marina Quay West,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://www.harbourfrontcentre.com/marine/ourmarinas/mqw/.
-“Ontario Place Marina in Toronto, ON, Canada - Marina Reviews - Phone Number - Marinas.Com,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://marinas.com/view/marina/lwc3zj_Ontario_Place_
Marina_Toronto_ON_Canada.-“Toronto Island Marina 2014
- An Overview of What to Expect When You Visit Toronto Island Marina - YouTube,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLyUc2NKHrY.
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Figure 3.2: Aerial View of Bluffer’s Park Marina, Yiorgaks. “Scarborough Bluffs Park and Bluffers Park Marina
March 19 2017.” Youtube, March 21, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rw44evXqG5k.
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1

Bluffer’s Park Marina

tion area within the city limits. The area around the
Bluffs is much more natural and less densely populatAs a foil to this thesis, my primary example
ed than the core of Toronto. The topography of this
is the Bluffer’s Park Marina floating homes, as this is
area also aids in the image of a vacation spot as it sits
the community with the largest focus on permanent
at the bottom of the Scarborough Bluffs, a still relayear-round residency and connection to the lake. In
tively natural area, with its terrain features isolating
total, the marina has 400 slips for live-aboard vessels
it from the city nearby, and only natural features in
of different varieties, 24 of these being for the floating
its sightline. The characteristics of this area and land
homes.8 Floating homes have a roughly 50/50 split
usage regulations allowed for the gentriﬁcation of this
between permanent residents and vacation residents.
landscape with the man-made Bluffer’s Park Marina
0
4 km
Located
in Scarborough,
roughly 14km from the core
land form. Figure 3.3 shows how the landscape and
of Toronto, this ﬂoating community was originally Bluffer’s Park Marina - Floating Homes
contextual features around the Bluffs has influenced
and still is - advertised as a premier home or vacaToronto, Ontario
the design and identity of the community.
8
“About Us | Bluffers Park Marina | Toronto’s Only Full-Ser-Loacted in Scarborough, roughly 14km from the core of Toronto, the floating community was originally, and still is advertised as a premier home or vacation area
vice
Marina,” accessed December 20, 2020, https://www.bluffersparkwithin the city limits
marina.ca/about-us/.
-The area around the Bluffs s much more natural and less densley populated that the core of Toronto. The topography of this area also aids in this image of a vacation

spot as it is located at the bottom of the Scarborough Bluffs, a still relatively natural area, with its terrain features seemingly isolating it from the city nearby, with only
natural features in its sightline.
-The characteristics of this area and land usage regulations allowed for the gentrification of this landscape with the man made Bluffer’s Park Marina (home of the floating home community) land form.

Figure 3.4: Image of Bluffer’s Park Marina Floating Home Community, Jonathan Forani | Photography by Derek Shapton | June 27, 2018. “Inside Scarborough’s Hidden Community of Floating Homes,” July 5, 2018. https://torontolife.com/real-estate/inside-scarboroughs-hidden-community-floating-homes/.

The current floating home typology in Toronto is the large, sedentary concrete barge with a
traditional wood siding cottage. Its setting within a
marina has little to no formal communal space. This
typology enforces one’s private lifestyle. While the
private dwellings may be close together, they have all
that one needs and gives no reason for the occupant
to leave. Very similar to the suburban housing model,
there is very little semi-private space to foster community interaction and informal/un-planned social
encounters. The community originated by marketing
toward the wealthy as a vacation residence within the
city; this supports the ‘boutique’ gentrified community model which inhibits the possibility for strong
community connection and identity and limits social
interaction between residents. The only semi-private
space is a pathway running behind the floating homes,
fenced off from the public, used as a back porch for
residents. Figures 3.6-3.8 show how the design and
layout of the community and structures can influence social structure and the connection between
the public and private realms.

1

0

0.5 km

*BaseARCH
Maps from ArcGIS
Online
Figure 3.3: Map of Bluffers Park Marina and Surrounding Area, showing topography and landscape. (By Authour, 2020) Made originally for
5316
Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides Base images modified from “Learn ArcGIS,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://learngis2.maps.
arcgis.com/home/index.html.

Figure 3.5: Image of Pathway Behind Bluffer’s Park Marina: “Toronto Float Homeowners Embrace the Life Aquatic.” Designlines Magazine, November 8, 2018.https://www.designlinesmagazine.com/toronto-float-homes/.
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Figure 3.7: Site Plan of Bluffer’s Park Marina Floating Home Community, (By author). Made originally for ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies,
Aliki Economides, Base Image Modified from “Google Earth,” accessed December 21, 2020,

Figure 3.6: Site Isometric of Bluffer’s Park Marina Floating Home Community (By Author). Made originally for ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides, Base Image Modified from “Google Earth,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://www.google.com/earth/.

Figure 3.8: Isometric Drawing of Typical single and Double Storey Floating Homes, (By Author). Made originally for ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides
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Housing Case Studies

is the traditional floating island typology of the Uru
people of Lake Titicaca, Peru.

Lake Titicaca Floating Islands (Peru)

This traditional way of life came about as a way of defense; if a threat arose, the community could simply
move to a safer location on the water.13 The inhabitants constructed the islands from reeds, make their
boats from reeds, and even make clothing, such as
hats for shade, from reeds. Today, fishing, handicrafts
from reeds and tourism are the key drivers. Primary concepts in relation to the community and social
structure revolve around its makeup of separate islands holding roughly 3-8 families.14 Each island is
made up of several small private huts for sleeping and
other private matters, and 2-3 large communal huts
for cooking and craft space. The idea of the collective is greater than that of the individual, with multiple
family support, intergenerational living and sustainability being a by product of this lifestyle and community structure.

The Uru people were one of the first to occupy the Andes. However, over time they were driven
out of the basin by the Aymara and Incas, becoming
confined to the reed islands to the north of the lake
on the Peruvian side of the border.9 Without access
to the land, they forged a life on the water.10 Now self
proclaimed as ‘people of the lake’, the series of islands
is currently in a protected area between Totora reed
beds.11 This offers cover from the large open water
of Lake Titicaca. The location within the reeds is also
convenient for maintenance of the reed islands, and
provides material for their homes, boats, and handicrafts sold to tourists. Its proximity to the city of Puno
(approx. 5km) makes it a popular tourist destination,
and allows the younger generations to receive more
opportunity for education on the mainland.12 This
9
Kent, Michael. “The Importance of Being Uros: Indigenous
Identity Politics in the Genomic Age.” Social Studies
of Science 43, no. 4 (2013): 534-56. Accessed November 27, 2020.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/43284192.
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid.
12
Kiss From The World, Uros Islands on Lake Titicaca: Life on

Figure 4.2: Aerial Image of Lake Titicaca floating Island Community, Uros floating community aerial, “Uros-Floating-Islands-Puno-Peru-Aerial - Uru
People - Wikipedia,”accessed November 9, 2020, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uru_people.

a Floating Island for Peruvian Indians, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LkjG056Y170.
13
Kent, Michael. “The Importance of Being Uros: Indigenous
Identity Politics in the Genomic Age
14
Ibid.

Figure 4.1: Context Map of Puno and Relation to Lake Titicaca Floating Island Community, (By Author). Made originally for
ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides Base Images modified from “Learn ArcGIS.” accessed December
21, 2020, https://learngis2.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html.

Figure 4.3: Analysis of Lake Titicaca Floating Island Community, (By Author) Made originally for ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides Base Imagery Modified from “Google Earth,” accessed December 21, 2020, https://www.google.com/earth/.
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Figure 4.4: Context Map of Lake Titicaca, Showing borders, topography and Satellite Imagery, (By Authour) Made originally for ARCH 5316 Cartographic Epistemologies, Aliki Economides, Base Images modified from“Learn ArcGIS,” accessed
December 21, 2020, https://learngis2.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html.

Cohousing Vinderhoute (Belgium)

Figure 5.1: Image of Communal Meal at Cohousing Vinderhoute, “Vinderhoute,”Cohousing Projects (blog), accessed December 12, 2020, https://www.
cohousingprojects.com/project/vinderhoute/.

mal and unplanned interactions with neighbours. This
forms a community that is more like one large family,
all interacting and learning from each other, with a focus on multigenerational living and intergenerational
learning.17 As said in Tanghe’s TED Talk, in this typology, instead of 16 children on 16 separate properties
all playing alone, you have 16 children on one property
where they can all play with each other.18 Figure 5.2
shows a site isometric and plan showing the connection between the semi-private and private realms.

Cohousing Vinderhoute is a housing project
built and designed by Cohousing Projects in Belgium,
lead by Eef Tanghe. This is a community of people
focused on building a strong community relationship
and identity, while working toward a common goal of
limiting their impact on the earth.15 The basic structure
of the community is formed around living in modest
private residences which still have all the essentials,
but with communal spaces, including a kitchen, laundry, exercise and work spaces, gardens, and sheds
where you can share essential things that are not used
all the time.16 Cars are not allowed into the community, so people are encouraged to walk throughout this
small village, which increases the chance for infor-

17
18

15
“Vinderhoute,” Cohousing Projects (blog), accessed December 12, 2020, https://www.cohousingprojects.com/project/vinderhoute/.
16
Eef Tanghe, Co-Housing, a Future Way of Living Together | Eef Tanghe | TEDxLeuven, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h6e7d8cwdLY&list=TLPQMTYxMTIwMjAmnfwxzbyHAw&index=5.

Ibid.
Ibid.

Figure 5.2: Site Plan and Site Isometric of Cohousing Vinderhoute, showing relation between private and communal zones, (By Author)
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Re-Gen Villages – Oosterwold (Netherlands)

By volunteering more and more time, fees decrease,
and volunteers receive more food from the gardens
they tend to.20 This system of rewards allows people
to spend more time within this tight-knit community, enjoying the fruits of their labour, as opposed to
working longer hours to pay for goods from elsewhere.

Re-Gen villages, lead by James Ehrlich, has
designed an eco-village for Almere, Netherlands.
Considered the Tesla of eco-villages, it merges the
ideas of small-scale food production, co-housing and
emerging technology to create a computerized system for monitoring the happenings in the community
for more efficiency and higher quality. In this scenario, residents see lower housing fees from participation in the multiple programs in the community; for
example, taking care of the cultivation of fruits and
vegetables in the multiple hydroponics glasshouses.19

I intend to draw lessons from each of these
case studies to formulate a new typology for a floating community emphasizing stewardship within the
Don River Watershed in Toronto.

20

19
James Ehrlich, The “Tesla” of EcoVillages | James
Ehrlich | TEDxTrondheim, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kH_94v67upo.

Ibid.

Figure 6.2: Diagram of Communal, Private, and food production spaces in Re-Gen Villages Oosterwold, (By Author) Modified from James Ehrlich, The
“Tesla” of EcoVillages | James Ehrlich | TEDxTrondheim, 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kH_94v67upo

Figure 6.1: Image of Re-Gen Villages, Oosterwold, Almere, Netherlands, “Except Integrated Sustainability,” Except Integrated Sustainability, accessed
December 21, 2020, http://www.except.nl/en/projects/636-regen-villages-oosterwold
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Community Vision Principles

methods of living a more self-sustaining lifestyle we
can work towards a point where we no longer need to
rely on the capitalist systems for producing things like
housing, food, land management, etc. and live more
holistically with the earth. By working in a bottom-up
manner, with the strength and passion of the people,
rather than the political agenda of the government
(top-down), true change is often accomplished. By
acknowledging the strengths of the people in the
community, and understanding that not all strengths
and skills are based in capitalism, we can respect these
unique abilities put toward re-building and respecting
the land that we occupy and rely on hoping to achieve
more balance in the built environment. Several activist and environmental groups are already doing this in
Toronto.

If the design of this thesis proposition only
supported a residential program, similar to the existing floating communities, it would most likely suffer
the same fate, being unsustainable, gentrified, and
lacking of powerful community. For these reasons I
have selected a series of programs in order to accomplish the goals set out in the beginning of this thesis.
This community is not meant to leave a permanent
mark along the land, as typical communities do. With
very few permanent fixtures to the earth, we can pick
the community up and move it, barely leaving a trace.
The idea is to create a community whose primary focus is on the restoration of the Don River Watershed.
The design of the community and its structures is
such that it can be moved along the river, re-locating
its major restoration resources, leaving behind traces of their inhabitation. First the infrastructure needs
to be put in place, starting with the main assembly
workshop at the existing Evergreen Brickworks (an
important partner), and the launch and repair facility
to the south end of the Don River along the Keating
Channel.

The proposed community can provide educational opportunities for people of all ages, including day programs on sustainability, environmental
stewardship, and small-scale agriculture. Or leading
up to multi-day or multi-week in depth programs for
university level students, and co-op students. People
can either note what is happening in the community and learn passively, or sign up for workshops and
courses lead by experts within the community. It can
also serve as a place for researchers, environmentalists, ecologists, engineers, etc. to do in-depth work,
being completely immersed in the environment they
study and work on. Members of the community could
also volunteer their time to work in restoration and
stewardship activities, like trail and river cleanup, removing dead fall, and dangerous trees from the area,
tree planting, and other related programs. The overall program could be similar to the Canadian Ecology
Centre in Mattawa, ON, but working with programs
at the Evergreen Brickworks.

Restoration and Stewardship
The concepts of restoration and stewardship of the Don River’s ecology are key parts in the
community’s purpose. To differentiate from existing
floating communities, and most other communities,
the aim of this thesis is not only to design a collective housing model with as little impact on the surrounding environment as possible, but to improve and
remediate the landscape in which it sits. Something
important to understand is that environmental sustainability cannot be reached only by implementing
modern technologies and techniques that are then
adapted to our existing lifestyles.21 By teaching these
21
Anitra Nelson. “From Sharing a House to Eco-cohousing.”
In Small Is Necessary: Shared Living on a Shared Planet, 109 London:
Pluto Press, 2018. Accessed November 24, 2020. doi:10.2307/j.
ctt1zk0mpz.11.

Figure 7: Image of Evergreen Brickworks , “About Evergreen,” accessed March, 30, 2021, https://www.evergreen.ca/about/

Co-Housing
The residential portion of this proposal follows the idea of a co-housing community. In this
typology there is a much greater emphasis on the
collective rather than the individual. This movement
developed in the 1960s in Scandinavia, starting with
the bofoellskab (living communities) of Denmark and
kollectivhaus of Sweden.22 Such examples of cohousing also include communal governance arrangements
to cover the rules and regulations of the community.23
This gives the individuals of each community agency
over how they choose to live their life in a highly customized model. In most cases these developments

It is important to note that something such
as this must be done following a bottom-up approach.
It will be designed with change and purpose in mind,
rather than profit. Hoping that it can start as a small
community, perhaps only 10 families, but grow natu-

include very minimal individual accommodations, as
smaller dwellings, that receive less services than a traditional home, and certain things are shared, such as
communal kitchens, eating areas, living and outdoor
space, tools, storage sheds and laundry facilities within a separate common building.24 This socially oriented
idea of cohousing can vastly increase one’s sense of
belonging and identity within a community. Overall,
this allows for an increase in unplanned interaction
22
23
24

28

between people, a collective recreational space for
the residents from children to adults and emphasizes
the importance of strong connections with neighbours, building a sense of community, and opportunities for multi-generational, and inter-generational
learning, blurring the boundary between the private
and public realms.25 As the adage goes, ‘it takes a village to raise a child’.

rally over time as people learn more for themselves.
As Cormac Russell states in his TEDTalk ‘Sustainable Community Development: From What’s Wrong
to What’s Strong’, quoting Rosabeth Moss Kanter:
“When we do change to people, they experience it as
violence, but when people do change to themselves,
they experience it as liberation”26 People are much
25
Eef Tanghe, Co-Housing, a Future Way of Living Together |
Eef Tanghe | TEDxLeuven.
26
Cormac Russel, Sustainable Community Development:
From What’s Wrong to What’s Strong | Cormac Russell | TEDxExeter,
2016, 0:50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5xR4QB1ADw&list=TLPQMTYxMTIwMjAmnfwxzbyHAw&index=4.2016,

Ibid., 108
Ibid., 109
Ibid., 115
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more keen to change when they feel compelled to
do so, rather than when they are instructed to do so,
something we all have experience with.
Food Production
Something important to understand is that
environmental sustainability cannot be reached only
by implementing modern technologies and techniques that are then adapted to our existing lifestyles.
For example, the Aprovecho community in Oregon
is a non-profit organisation dedicated to education
regarding sustainable lifestyle choices and actions,
learning about things such as organic gardening and
permaculture, watershed restoration, eco-forestry,
ecological stewardship, natural building and green design. This also brings up the theory of spending more
of your time on tending to this lifestyle of self-sufficiency, instead of spending more time working to
afford to pay for these things through capitalist systems. By adapting this system to an aquatic application, we introduce the world of Aquaculture and the
propagation of aquatic vegetation and hydroponics.
Vegetation is grown without soil, and using 90% less
water, while also being produced in a much more
easily monitored environment.27 In this diagram you
can see that small seedlings are planted in pods of
rockwool insulation, or coconut fibres, serving as the
growing substrate, with a drip irrigation system that
recycles and re-circulates the water. By suspending
strings from above, the plants can grow vertically and
rely less upon large wide-open fields. In Aprovecho,
residents volunteer their time to the food production
program; in return, they see less cost in housing fees,
and food purchase.

Figure 8.1: Diagram of Hydroponics System, (By Author)

this region. This not only provides food for residents
but also acts to revitalize the shoreline, improving the
health of the aquatic eco-systems and wetlands and
providing more diverse habitats. Accompanied with
a sensitive approach toward remediation, conservation and sustainability, can make for much healthier
ecosystems and develop a very unique food culture
centered on producing and harvesting locally based
food by re-introducing native edible vegetation to the
area.
Another example, inspired by chef Todd
Perrin from Quidi Vidi Village, near St. John’s, Newfoundland, is where he harvests naturally growing
vegetation and aquatic life to feature in his dishes that
are only available in that region. This is thanks to his
powerful connection to the land. The intent is not for
residents of the community to live strictly by the diet,
but rather to live intentionally and make a conscious
effort to live more sustainably from the community
for the majority. After all, variety is the spice of life,
and a small community cannot provide everything.

Besides the production of hydroponics, the
community can re-introduce native edible aquatic
plant species to the area, like northern wild rice, cattails, and other species which were once common in
27
UCANR, Glasshouse Vegetable Production in the Netherlands, Part 1, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nM8Qz-fzJ6M.
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Figure 8.2: Image of Wikwemikong First Nations Harvesting Wild Rice on Manitoulin Island, CBC News · Posted: Sep 25,
2014 6:37 PM ET | Last Updated: September 26, and 2014, “Wikwemikong Residents Restart Traditional Wild Rice Harvest
| CBC News,” CBC, September 25, 2014, https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/sudbury/wikwemikong-residents-restart-traditionalwild-rice-harvest-1.2777957.

Craft

panding the importance of hand skills and a connection to natural renewable resources. This interaction
and display can add further service to the community,
increasing the amount of connection between residents and the public.

Craft is also essential to this thesis proposal. Skill in construction is very important for multiple
reasons, first being that a floating structure needs to
be constructed well to stay afloat, and deal with the
harsh conditions of living on the water. In addition,
by focusing on craft, we can preserve the skills and
tradition of hand craft, providing greater connection

Craft is very important to the idea of simplicity and intentional living. By dedicating time to
perfecting a craft, an individual eventually becomes

between residents and the built environment, but also
between residents and the use of sustainable materials. This may be introduced through many programs,
such as the construction of wood structures and small
wood boats, powered by hand; these not only offer
more ways for people to interact with the water but
may serve as a healthy and sustainable alternative to
other modes of transportation which leave a greater
carbon footprint. This also raises the idea of performative craft. By putting craft on display to the public,
and not hiding it behind closed doors, craftspeople
can interact with the public, further educating and ex-

an expert. This person understands the object in all
realms and grows a profound connection to it physically and spiritually. From material choice, construction techniques, and design, a craftsperson understands the best way to approach all aspects of the
project, and can craft a finished product that is cohesively assembled for a specific task which isn’t overwhelmed by unnecessary add-ons.
By paying attention to material properties
one can create an object that is assembled with a
series of ideal materials that are not only for beauty
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and aesthetics. Certain materials are to be chosen for
different components in the project based upon their
physical properties. This ends in an object that serves
as a type of diagram, which shows the way internal
and external forces act on the object, and the way in
which the human body interacts with it. Local craft
ends with a product that derives from the very environment it will be used.

euristic. It encourages people to drop in on a whim,
ask questions, and interact with those visiting and
working within the shop. Unplanned interactions are
where people feel the least pressure and allow themselves to relax. If people feel the inclination to, after
this passive introduction into the community, they
would sign up for a variety of different classes.
Wood tool making serves as a simple introduction to using wood and a variety of tools, and
when you walk away from a class, not only have you
picked up a set of new skills, you also have a new tool
to add to your collection, making it that much eas-

Craft also serves as a way of connecting to the public. In my proposal, the intent is that woodshops be
placed in areas of unobstructed view to the public,
with large doors and windows open to the public eye.
By establishing this visual site line, the public can passively view the activities happening within the woodshop. This simple way of engaging the public makes
them feel welcomed and not as if they are being voy-

ier for individuals to enter into a hobby or career in
woodworking without having to invest in a plethora of
expensive industrial made tools.

Figure 9.2: Image of wood plane series used in paddle making, (Image and Planes By Author)

Figure 9.1: Image of Flat Bottomed Spokeshave in Cherry, (Image and plane By Authour)
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While a canoe paddle may seem like a simple project at first glance, it can be as complex as one
wishes. It serves as an opportunity to teach individuals
of all skill levels, from a complete beginner picking up
tools for the first time, to an experienced woodworker
looking to hone their skills. A paddle teaches processes applicable to many different areas of woodworking, from the attention to detail in milling perfectly
dressed lumber, laminating precision joints, and the
free hand carving process. The paddle provides the
ideal project that doesn’t necessarily have the stresses of preparing perfectly fitting joinery. Its free hand
carving process gives the craftsperson a great deal of
freedom, allowing them to craft a product fit specifically to their hands. It shows the joys in the process of

Figure 9.3: Image of bent shaft paddle Made originally for ARCH 2505 - Design
Studio 3, Eladia Smoke, (Image and Paddle By Author)
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woodworking, but also the lasting enjoyment of using
the artifact. It gives years of satisfaction to know that
you were the one that gave life to a stack of rough
lumber and brought this artifact into existence.

the size and proportions of its user to make the most
ergonomic and efficient form. As something highly
crafted in the community workshop, either by or for
the individual, this paddle can most likely be understood as something very close to its owner, similar to
heirloom quality furniture passed down through generations.

Living on and with the Don River, inhabitants
could use a canoe for much of their transportation,
with easy access to the Toronto waterfront and ecological restoration zones. The canoe is the ideal form
of transportation for several months of the year, as the
slow-moving Don River rarely freezes. For this thesis,
I have made a canoe paddle that is formed directly
from the environment it will be used in. It was built
and finished using materials readily available within
the Don River Watershed, and designed in a way that
is efficient in the local conditions and informed from

By using hand tools made specifically for this
task, it requires the craftsperson to have a deep understanding of how each species of lumber is structured, as it cannot be overpowered in the way power
tools allow. The end product of a hand made piece
is much stronger than that made with power, as the
physical properties were embraced during its construction.

The paddle needs a combination of lightweight wood species to ensure lightness, but stiffer
hardwoods to create support throughout the shaft
and blade. Keeping the amount of dense hardwood
to a minimum will assure its lightness. A key factor
in choosing the species for this laminate construction
was the availability of wood species in the Don River Watershed. After spending time in the watershed
throughout my entire life, and multiple site visits with
the soul focus of the Thesis and Fabrication projects,
I developed an understanding for the tree species and
abundance or scarcity of each. Since the Don River Watershed is classified as a conservation area, and
the focus of the Don River Floating community is on
restoration and conservation of the watershed, I immediately put the aside the idea of harvesting living
trees. On my site visits I noted dead standing trees
and those that have fallen due to storm damage, the
most common species being White Oak, Black Wal-

nut, Basswood, Cherry and White Cedar. I selected
a combination of hardwoods for the shaft stringers
and blade supports, and a lighter wood for most of
the shaft, and blade. This combination provides ample
strength and maintains lightness. Cherry was not used
because its strength to weight ratio was rather poor,
about as heavy as Black Walnut but 75% the Modulus
of Rupture, the key measurement for strength in this
application. Its tendency to grow in twisted forms also
increases the chance of grain run-out on the paddle,
which requires long straight grain. White Cedar would
be the ideal timber for the blade as is it light weight,
and offers excellent rot resistance, however, in this
area White Cedar is rarely available in the necessary
dimensions of clear, knot free grain. I could build the
blade up by laminating several smaller sections, but
the process necessary to retrieve the ideal pieces
would be very wasteful, with most of the piece turned
into sawdust.

Figure 9.4: Image of double bent shaft paddle carving, with hand made spokeshave. Made originally
for ARCH 5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober, (Image and Paddle By Author)

Figure 9.5 (Above): Image of double bent shaft paddle - Blade guard detail. Made originally for ARCH 5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober, (Image and Paddle By Author)
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To quote the words of English writer, D.H. Lawrence;
Things men have made with wakened hands,
and put soft life into are awake through years
with transferred touch, and go on glowing for
long years.
And for this reason, some old things are
lovely warm still with the life of forgotten
men who made them.28
I find that this quote reminds us that the importance
and value in things made by hand are not necessarily
in their value as product, but rather for the life and
skill of the person who put their energy and knowledge into the piece.
28
Lawrence, David Herbert, and David Ellis. The Complete
Poems of D.H. Lawrence. Wordsworth Poetry Library, 1994.

Figure 9.6 (Above): Image of double bent shaft paddle Made originally for ARCH
5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober, (Image and Paddle By Author)
Figure 9.7 (Top Right): Image of double bent shaft paddle Made originally for ARCH
5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober, (Image and Paddle By Author)
Figure 9.8 (Bottom Right): Image of double bent shaft paddle Made originally for
ARCH 5326 - Fabrication 2, Randall Kober, (Image and Paddle By Author)
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Design Proposal

tion was the Leslie Street Spit and outer harbour, to
the south-east of the Toronto Portlands. The Spit is
a completely man-made peninsula stretching 5 kilometers into the lake, and its original purpose was to
act as a breakwater to protect the outer harbour, offering protection from the open waters of Lake Ontario. Figure 10.1 shows a land deposition map of the
construction process of the Spit from 1959 through
2004.

Site Selection
Site choice can have a large impact on the
community, both in the feasibility, accessibility, cost,
and type of program. The primary focus of this community is on conservation and restoration of the local eco-systems. For this reason, site selection is key
to the success of the community and its functions.
Originally the proposed site for this thesis explora-

Figure 10.1: Leslie Street Spit Land Deposition Map (By Author). Information from “A New Archaeology for
the Leslie Street Spit - Urbanworm Design,” accessed December 4, 2020, https://cargocollective.com/urbanworm/A-New-Archaeology-for-the-Leslie-Street-Spit.

Besides its form and location, the Leslie Spit
is also classified as a Public Urban Wilderness Area.
As the Spit was left untouched for many years, nature
took over and developed a very unique landscape and
ecology, coupled with twisted rubble from demolished buildings now providing habitat to hundreds of
bird and vegetation species.

food production, affordability, and craft.

After conducting a series of studies, it became clear that the area and its eco-systems were
quite delicate. In an interview with retired architect
John Carley, co-chair of the ‘Friends of the Spit’ (a
1200-person advocacy organization) it was apparent
that the ecology of the area was in fact extremely delicate, and the affects of increased human presence
just through the COVID-19 pandemic has caused
changes in the migration patterns and breeding habits of many bird species which call the Spit home.29
The highest impact was from paddler’s beaching their
crafts, and disturbance from kite boarders in the small
bays, either from wake, or the large kites interfering
with the flight paths of birds.30 The Spit is dedicated
toward its unique classification as a Public Urban Wilderness, meaning avoiding privatization of any kind,
and not interfering with it’s ecology. Its goal is to leave
the Spit wild, meaning no ecological interventions,
just letting nature take its course, whatever that may
be. I then decided that while it may not have been
a matter of legality and zoning, rather, it was one of
moral values. While it may have been permitted to be
set in this site by law, it was obvious that impacts of a
full-time community remotely close to the Spit could
have irreversible effects on the area, particularly given the thesis project’s inherent focus on conservation
and stewardship. For this reason, a change in site was
necessary, keeping in mind the key focuses of the
community; restoration and stewardship, connection
with the water, connection to community, small scale

Figure 10.2: ESA and IBA ON038 Map (By Author).
Information from “Toronto Maps V2,” accessed December 4, 2020,
https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_
v2. & “Canadian Important Bird Areas,” accessed December 4, 2020,
https://www.ibacanada.org/mapviewer.jsp?lang=EN.

29
John Carley, Interview with John Carley, Co-Chair, Friends
of the Spit, Phone, December 7, 2020.
30
Ibid.,
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By contrast, the Don River watershed is a
vast area spanning from the town of Maple, 38km
south to Lake Ontario in Downtown Toronto. As it
sits today, the Don is one of Canada’s most disturbed
watersheds.31 80% of its area being urbanized, and
only 7.2% remaining under forest cover, compared to
its once complete immersion in forested areas.32 This
massive urbanisation and increase in paved surfaces
near the Don River limits the ability for the ground to
absorb excess surface water, thus funneling it directly toward the river, negatively affecting water quality

and water levels.33

Site Analysis

There is one stretch of the river suitable for
a program of this scale, based mostly on its width and
depth. This is the area south of Pottery Road, running through to the mouth of the river at the Keating
Channel. This area is split into two distinct sections,
the northern section, comprised of the winding river
flanked with forested area, and the southern portion
where the river widens making a straight flow towards
Lake Ontario. Figure 10.3 shows the proposed site
location.

The Don River site runs north to south in
a relatively open area. A combination of residential,
commercial and industrial areas flanks the southern
portion, making for a unique combination of land usages and communities. Immediately next to the site is
the Don Valley Parkway to the east and Bayview Ave,
2 rail lines and the Lower Don River Trail to the west.
Further north the roadways move away from the river, leaving more room for green space and the trail
system. The river itself changes from the northern

31
“Watershed Issues in Ontario” (York University, n.d.), http://
www.yorku.ca/siswater/Outputs/TOTAL%20FINISHED%20REPORT%20-%20Nicole%20-%20PDF.pdf.
32
Ibid.

33
“Issues & Challenges - Don River,” Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority (TRCA), accessed March 22, 2021, https://
trca.ca/conservation/watershed-management/don-river/issues-challenges/.

section at Pottery Road, as it moves south towards
Lake Ontario. Green space flanks the area around the
river as it moves south toward Riverdale Park. At this
point the trail passes over the river to the west side
where it gets much narrower with only a small strip
of about 2-3 metres of green space along the river.
The river itself widens to approximately 35 metres
and travels in an almost perfectly straight line on its
way to the Keating Channel, where it makes a sharp
90-degree turn west towards Lake Ontario.
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Figure 11.1: Image of the Lower Don River, South of Riverdale Park Pedestrian Bridge. (Image By Author)
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Figure 10.3: Map of Toronto Waterfront and Proposed Site Location, (By Author)
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This is the area where the river widens, and
flows south towards Lake Ontario. This area is one of
the least delicate, it has been almost completely taken over by hard surfaces, like roadways, rail lines and
walking paths, with very little green space left. Since
this area has the least potential to damage delicate
ecosystems, and the most space, the main community hub is proposed to settle here as it also has exceptional access to public transportation including walking and biking paths, the TTC system, and proximity
to downtown. Figures 12.1 and 12.2 show images of
the Lower Don River South of Dundas St.
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Figure 12.1: Image of the Lower Don River, South of Dundas St. (Image
By Author)
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Figure 12.2: Image of the Lower Don River, South of Dundas St. (Image By Author)

Figure 11.2: Site Context Map (By Author). Information from https://map.
toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2 Accessed, March 22, 2021
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Evergreen Brickworks

Don River Valley Park

The existing Evergreen Brickworks site is proposed to house the main warehouse for construction
of the housing modules, and systems which go into
the making of the housing units. The empty eastern
corner of the site could easily house these functions.
By placing it at the Evergreen Brickworks, a large
public institution (and partner), people will tour the
facilities and learn about the community, and the way
its structures function, with learning opportunities for
sustainable building practices, off-grid systems and
local material culture. Figure 13 shows the placement
of the main construction warehouse in the eastern
portion of the Brickworks site.

As the most delicate area of the overall site,
the Don River Valley Park will be the zone with the
first focus on restoration and conservation of the watershed. It will host classes on ecology and a variety
of small programs with little chance of disturbing the
ecosystem and aiming to benefit it. These include a
wood storage shed, for the collection of dangerous
dead trees in the area, to be used in the wood craft
studio, and for firewood in the community. It will also

include a Bee Hive Station to raise bees and increase
pollination in the area, and to collect honey and beeswax for food production and the craft studio. Figure
14.1 shows the area within the Don River Valley Park.
Figure 14.2 and 14.3 shows a site plan and Section of
the site

Proposed Building Location
Index Contour
Contour 1m
Existing Buildings
Main Road

0

Figure 14.1: Image of Don River Valley Park (Image By Author)

50m

Figure 13: Main Construction Warehouse Site Plan (By Author). Topographic Data from Toronto and Region Conservation Authority,
Don River Floodplain Mapping
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Figure 14.2: Don River Valley Park Site Plan, Bee Hive Station and Wood Sheds (By Author). Topographic Data from Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, Don River Floodplain Mapping

Figure 14.4: Image of Don River Valley Park (Image By Author)

Figure 14.3: Don River Valley Park Section, Bee Hive Station and Wood Sheds (By Author)

Figure 14.5: Image of Don River Valley Park, Below the Evergreen Brickworks “Half-Mile Bridge” (Image By Author)
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Keating Channel

units will be towed upriver to their position within the
community. The Keating Channel site will also serve
as the main yard for repair work and house the main
workshop. Connected to the grid, this shop will contain the heavy machinery necessary for large-scale
woodworking processes like milling rough lumber, and
will host large classes, to reactivate this empty industrial site. Figures 15.2 and 15.3 show a site plan an
section of the proposed intervention of the site.

The site furthest south, the Keating Channel, will house the main workshop and floating home
repair yard. With a concrete wall leading directly to
the water, and an existing industrial crane for moving
loads aboard vessels, it makes a perfect site for pulling these new housing vessels in and out of the water.
Just a short tow down river from the community hub,
this site will act as the main assembly area where all
the modules of the floating buildings will meet their
hulls for final assemblage. From here, the housing

Keating Channel
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Figure 15.2 Site Plan of Keating Channel Intervention. (By Author). Topographic Data from Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, Don River
Floodplain Mapping

Figure 15.1 Keating Channel Site With Crane (Image By Author)

Figure 15.3 Section showing glasshouse module being attached to its hull. (By Author)
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Connection to the City

eration such as this is not necessary. By serving the
greater region it will ensure its viability as a permanent site. The hulls which the floating buildings sit on
are designed in such a way that facilitates movement
across the water. Traditionally a floating home would
sit upon a concrete barge or log raft. In this design
the hull makes use of an angled pram bow and shallow
v-bottom. This is a good compromise between stability while in motion or at rest. This makes it realistic
for a floating home or communal building to make the
trip between one of the neighbouring watersheds and
the centrally located Keating channel site for repair
work and launching. The only requirement would be
a day with relatively calm waters. Of course, in the
event of a quick turn in the weather, there are multiple sheltered locations including bays, streams and
marinas to take shelter along the journey.

The overall program of this community operates in four main areas, Residential Co-Housing,
Food Production, Eco-Restoration, and Woodwork
& Craft. Examining the Toronto Interactive Map
shows boundaries and a series of different zones relevant to the development of communities, and the
conservation of the city’s ecology. The placement of
the different areas in the community has been carefully chosen based on its proximity and relationship to
these different zones.
As part of my analysis of these program areas, please
refer to Appendix A at the end of this thesis.

Transferability
What is the Home Base? As a transferable architectural model, the community is meant to be replicable
to other urban watersheds. With some minor changes
this model is able to adapt to the varying conditions
which make each site unique. Given that each community is rather small (70-85 inhabitants), a full-time
manufacturing facility and repair centre would not be
necessary. However, with a constant increase in developments on a series of watersheds, permanent locations would be convenient. This is why the Keating
Channel and Brickworks sites have been proposed.

Necessary Site Characteristics
The River: The river must be wide enough and deep
enough to sustain this scale of floating community.
Vessels must be able to travel throughout the river,
and exist on it without choking out the ecology it
strives to protect. It cannot take up too much shoreline, and must not cross the entire river or block sunlight to the river bed. In addition, there must not be
complete river blockages; man-made like dams and
weirs, or natural like shallow areas and sand deposits.
This ensures that vessels are able to navigate the river, back to Lake Ontario. Upon observation, the river
itself must be at least 30m in width, and 1m deep to
accommodate the floating vessels without causing
damage to the eco-system or the built environment.

Brickworks: This site will operate as the permanent
location of the main construction warehouse. Obviously in a small community, after a certain time period, the demand for new construction will dwindle. If
this acts as the construction hub for multiple communities as they pop up, it will ensure its existence for
a longer period of time.

term. Given its semi-permanent nature, the community is not intended to be picked up and moved on
a regular basis. Rather, it plants its roots for a rather
long period to fulfill its goal of re-greening, and acting
as stewards to the urban watershed.
The Infrastructure: Although the community is meant
to be powered off-grid, and be relatively self-sustaining, it still requires connection to the city. By sitting
mostly on water, residents will not have access to vehicles, and rely either on human powered, or public
transportation options to navigate surrounding areas.
It must be set within an area that has relatively convenient access to public transportation, and multi-use
routes. As in any other community, it must have access to a network of services, like health care facilities,
schools, libraries, hardware stores and supermarkets.
Figures 15.4 to 15.6 Show a series of network maps
illustrating the community’s proximity to these services.
Given this set of requirements, I have selected a series of suitable watersheds for the expansion of this
architectural model in the Greater Toronto Area.
These include the Credit River, Mississauga; Humber
River, Etobicoke; and the Rouge River, Scarborough.
[see map Fig 15.7]

The Land: It is important that the community be surrounded by, or at least be in close proximity to an
area that has the possibility to be re-greened, or is in
the process of re-greening. Placing the community
within an environment like this ensures it will be able
to fulfill its purpose of land stewardship for the long-

Keating Channel: The same principles apply to the
Keating Channel site as the Brickworks. If only serving a small community the demand for a full-time op-
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Figure 15.4 Network Map (By Author). Information from https://www.ttc.ca/Routes/General_Information/Maps/index.jsp
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Figure 15.7 Context Map showing suitable urban watersheds in the GTA (By Author)
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Design Program and Description
Workshop

A Shared Collective Housing Vision

2 Leaders

The overall community is designed to be split
into 3 sub-communities when operating at maximum
capacity. Bridges crossing the river will serve as natural boundaries between them, each consisting of
15 housing units in total. They all have 1 community
cell, 1 workshop cell, and 4 glasshouses as a starting
point. This can serve a maximum of 70 full-time residents, who continually operate the programs within
the community, and 15 temporary or seasonal residents. Seasonal and temporary residents will aid in the

4-6 Apprentices
Food Production
2 Leaders
4-6 Apprentices
Eco-Restoration

DUNDAS ST E

2 Researchers

Community Leaders and Organization
1 Leader

BAYVIEW AVE.

4-6 Apprentices

DON VALLEY PARKWAY

DON VALLEY PARKWAY

2 Leaders

operation of the community, likely either students on
research programs, volunteers, or individuals studying
the area (ie. ecologists and engineers). The maximum
number of inhabitants is set to prevent over crowding
of the river, allowing for ample public space and room
for ecosystems to regenerate. It is important to note
that this number must be re-calculated for differing
watersheds, based on its physical limitations.

BAYVIEW AVE

2-3 Apprentices

While the maximum community could include 70-85 inhabitants, to optimize the activities
within the community, a minimum of 20-30 individuals is needed, their responsibilities are as follows:

D ST E

GERRAR
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Figure 16.1: Site plan showing the physical limitations of the Lower Don site, to prevent overcrowding and damage to ecosystems.Main Road
(By Author). Topographic Data from Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, Don River Floodplain Mapping
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Flood Plain
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Y PAR

Figure 16.3: Site plan shows the organization and orientation of the community units
at above average water flow. (By Author).
Topographic Data fromToronto and Region
Conservation Authority, Don River Floodplain Mapping
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Figure 16.2: Site plan shows the organization
and orientation of the community units at
average water flow. (By Author). Topographic
Data fromToronto and Region Conservation
Authority, Don River Floodplain Mapping
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From Public to Private

The community model is designed to give individuals the freedom to decide the duration of their
residency. This means that if one wishes, they can reside in this community for however long they choose.
However, given its alternative and minimal nature, it
will most likely see a high frequency of turnover with
its residents. The lifestyle within this community is
rather different than a traditional housing project.
There is very minimal private space, and much more
focus on communal living. Given these factors we can
predict that most people will come to this community
for a change in scenery, to change their perspective
and try out a new way of living, perhaps for a year or
two. However, it is designed in a way that if someone
desires, they can live here comfortably for a longer
period of time. Long-term residents will most likely be
considered the veterans of the community, acting as
the stewards, not only in the formal programs like the
wood shop and food production, but also as mentors
to those transitioning to this way of life. This provides
a healthy balance of new individuals with fresh perspectives, and those with more experience serving as
the driving force to maintain this community in the
long run.

With the buildings in the community sitting
in the water, which is lower than the pedestrian path
along the river, the public has an unobstructed view to
the solar panels on the roof, and the small greenhouses attached to the units. This visual connection between the public and the community acts as a sort of
diagram for the renewable resources, and small-scale
food production serving to passively educate people
as they walk past. Just the visual presence of such
systems makes it apparent to people. This also works
in other programs like the craft studio. By making the
studio visually accessible to the community, people
can walk by and learn just by observing. By simply
allowing the public to view the actions in the community, it can build interest within the public. People
can then sign up for courses and workshops within the
community programs to learn more about its operations, and how they can implement similar things in
their community.

Don River
Index Contour
Contour 1m
Main Road
Trail
Railway
Flood Plain

0

40m

Figure 16.5: Site plan showing the public barges and canoe rental locations, Between the Don River Valley Park and Community Hub. (By Author) Topographic Data from Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, Don River Floodplain Mapping

Public: Canoe rental shacks and public barges along
the river allow the public to interact with the community and encourage interaction with the river. By
allowing more people to enjoy the watershed, more
people will grow an appreciation for it, and expand the
advocacy for resorting and conserving the area and
others like it.

ty activity spaces, kitchens, eating areas, and living
spaces, and shared facilities like laundry and storage
for standard tools and other shared things. Arranged
in a series of clusters, it organizes residential units in
groups of three around a shared barge, with a storage
shed for things like canoes, bikes, chairs, etc.
Private: Each member or family within the community has their own private dwelling with the necessities.
They were not designed to be isolated from the rest of
the community. The housing unit is tightly designed
to cook and store things, forcing people to be more
intentional in their actions, being less materialistic,
focusing more on important things like personal relationships and making an impact in the community. It
also makes the unit affordable. These minimal private
resources also encourage people to make use of the
communal spaces within the community.

Semi-Public: Programs and workshops within the
community are focused towards education in food
production, environmental advocacy and stewardship, sustainable resources, and sustainable craft production. By welcoming visitors, the community can
begin to educate the greater public on the actions of
the community.

Figure 16.4 Visual connection to the community from the public trail system.
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Semi-Private: The communal infrastructure for the
community increases interaction between community members, to build relationships and foster intergenerational learning. This comprises communi-
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Figure 16.6: Site Section - Riverdale Park south to Gerrard St.

Community: North-South Site Section
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Figure 16.7: Site Section - Riverdale Park south to Gerrard St. - 1.

Community: North-South Site Section
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Figure 16.8: Site Section - Riverdale Park to Gerrard St. - 2.

Community: North-South Site Section
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There are four main architectural programs that make
up the community: housing types, communal nodes,
food production, and woodshop/craft studio

spaces. For this reason, each unit consists of a small
area for sleeping, a kitchenette with a 2-burner cooktop, small sink, and under the counter fridge, a simple
wet bath, similar to those on a live-aboard boat, and
dining area that slides away to a designated storage
spot for more living space. The larger full-time units
also include a small desk to act as a minimal yet permanent workspace. For visitors, the small dining table
and bench can serve this purpose. Each bed is designed with integrated storage in mind with 4 large
drawers for everyday clothing items, and a deep storage well under the hinged bed platform to store items
which are used less often (i.e. storing cold weather
clothing during the summer). [see Fig 17.1]

1) Housing Types
The residential portion of the community comprises a few different building typologies as a
base. Each one is designed specifically for user experience, depending on their standing within the
community. For example, the full-time community
member or small family, a student on a research term,
or an ecologist visiting to study the watershed. Each
housing unit is minimal in its design, intended so that
the individual unit can handle the basic needs, most of
one’s daily activities will happen within the communal

waterline

0

5m

Figure 17.2: Full-time Single Housing Unit

Figure 17.1: The bed storage system with drawers for eveyrday items and 2 wells for deep storage.

Full-Time Single Unit: 1-2 occupants
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Figure 17.4: Full-time Single Housing Unit - Interior Components

Figure 17.3: Full-time Single Housing Unit - Interior Components

Full-Time Single Unit: Interior Components
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Figure 17.6: Full-time Double Housing Unit

Figure 17.5: Full-time Single Housing Unit - Interior

Full-Time Single Unit: Interior
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Full-Time Double Unit: 2-4 Occupants
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Figure 17.7: Part-time/Seasonal Single Housing Unit

5m

Figure 17.8: Roofplan showing organization of collective housing nodes

Seasonal/Part-Time Single Unit: 1-2 Occupants
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Collective Housing Node
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Figure 17.10: Collective Housing Node - Exterior
Figure 17.9: Isometric showing organization of collective housing node

Collective Housing Node
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2) Communal Nodes

workspace during the day. A permanent large kitchen allows for the cooking of larger meals to feed the
community. With a wood stove in the living area, it not
only helps to heat the space, but its warmth serves as
the epicentre for community gathering on cold winter nights. Based upon the optimum community size,
each of the 3 clusters would have 1 communal barge
that can serve up to 15-20 community members.

As stated earlier, there are a series of communal building clusters consisting of a gathering
space, storage shed, laundry and bathroom facilities.
The large gathering building is a flex space to host a
series of programs, making use of lightweight, moveable and storable furniture. It can operate as a dining
hall, kitchen, community living room, or even an open

Dry Storage

Dry Storage

0

waterline

5m

0

5m

Figure 18.2: Communal Gathering Space - Plan and Elevations

Figure 18.1: Plan of communal node

Communal Gathering Space

Communal Node
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Figure 18.3: Isometric showing communal node
Figure 18.4: Isometric showing communal gathering space interior components

Communal Node

Communal Gathering Space: Interior Components
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Figure 18.5: Communal Node - Section

Communal Node: East - West Section
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Figure 18.6: Communal Gathering Space - Interior

Figure 18.7: Communal Node - Exterior

Communal Gathering Space: Interior
84

Communal Node
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3) Food Production

enue into the community and pay the leaders of the
food production program.

Glasshouses of different scales would alllow
for multiple levels of food production (i.e. individual, community, and city). The individual glasshouses
attached to each of the permanent housing units allow individuals to grow their own food. Mostly herbs,
spices, and smaller, more quick growing crops. The
two major reasons for this are around individuality and
cultural preservation. By giving people a private glass
house, they have agency over the food being grown,
meaning they can customize their diet to whatever
they prefer. This also allows people a way to practice
their culture and experience new ones. For example, a
Greek family could use their glasshouse to grow herbs
such as oregano, basil, dill, bay leaf, fennel, parsley
and thyme, also growing garlic plants and small lemon
trees. Not only keeping these crops to themselves,
they share within the community as one way to express and share their culture with others. Sharing food
and cooking food for each other is one of the most
intimate things we have, not only for its necessity to
sustain life but also in its ability to bring people closer
together and closer to their environment. As these
prefabricated glasshouses are placed adjacent to the
housing module, they will inevitably cover windows of
the unit. In the construction process of the modules,
individual panels of the glasshouses are removable to
line up with exterior windows of the housing unit. This
way individuals can open a window in the unit, opening
into the glasshouse, allowing the scent and feel of the
greenhouses into the main house.

Each glasshouse is constructed with the
same timber frame system, consisting of several
components each sized to reflect the amount of load
it carries within the structural system. Held together
with traditional wood joinery techniques, these timber
skeletons are skinned with a layer of Corrugated Polycarbonate Panels. The multi-layer panels are lightweight and flexible yet strong. By making use of this
multi-layer skin they effectively line the glasshouses
with a double skin façade, decreasing rapid temperature changes between night and day, and holding onto
heat rather well in the colder months. It will make use
of heat activated window openers to allow for natural ventilation in the warmer months and strategically
placed radiant heaters in the colder months.
While being placed on top of a barge, the
glasshouse is effectively sitting on top of a large storage box. From the interior of the glasshouse, one can
access the bilge of the hull through a series of access
hatches in the floor. This storage space will be divided
into cold storage for resources such as growing substrate and seed, and heated storage for the operating
systems like electrical and plumbing for the heating
and irrigations systems. By utilising this storage below,
the topside is free for growing space. The irrigation
system will draw water directly from the river itself
when necessary. The hydroponics system is much
more efficient than traditional in-ground agriculture,
using much less water thanks to its controlled growing
substrate, and irrigation system that recycles water.

The larger glasshouses managed by the community are the primary food source for the community, growing the basic fruits and vegetables. In the
event of excess food at the end of a growing cycle the
community can go beyond the reaches of the Don
River and distribute food among the neighbouring
communities, and host farmers markets to bring rev-

waterline

0

5m

Figure 19: Hydroponics Glasshouse

Hydroponics Glasshouse
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4) Woodshop and Craft Studio
People within the community have access to
the workshops to make things for their units, and can
take tools to do their own home improvement projects. For example, you can use the shop to build a
shelf, then take a drill from the shop to go hang it up in
your home. The hub of the community has two sizes of
hand tool workshops, one larger for classes and group
projects, and one smaller for small individual projects.
Each has a series of traditional hand-tool workbenches, shave horses, and a planking bench along the wall.
This planking bench allows for the lofting and fitting
of planks on canoes and other small watercraft, while

Planking Bench / Tool Wall

the cabinets underneath provide storage for tools,
and other shop related paraphernalia, and a French
cleat system on the wall to hold the most commonly used tools and fixtures. Each building has a garage
door on the face and end, to allow for an open-air
experience, and for simple movement of large lumber and finished projects. The shed roof allows for a
large wall of windows on one side for adequate natural
light while working in the shop. The woodshop cluster
is placed around a barge to allow for outdoor woodworking, especially with easily moved fixtures like the
shave horses and a staging area for material and outdoor woodworking classes. Each cluster includes a dry
storage shed for keeping lumber.

Planking Bench / Tool Wall

Dry Lumber Storage

Planking Bench / Tool Wall

Figure 20.1: Woodshop & Craft Studio, canoe and combo layout

Woodshop & Craft Studio: Canoe and Combo layout
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Figure 20.2: Woodshop & Craft Studio, node layout

Woodshop & Craft Studio Node
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The canoe building workshop has two tiers:
the beginner’s program and the advanced program. In
the introductory program, individuals work as a group
to create a few canoes, learning the skill necessary to
make their own. At the end of the course, these canoes could be added to the rental fleet of the community. In the advanced program, people could pay a
higher cost but receive a kit of all the parts necessary
to build a canoe. With the lead of an instructor, participants would build their own which they take home
at the end of an intense week-long course. In this
way, the person does not need to take the time or
cost to mill their own lumber, but instead is assisted
along the way by a professional.

program could focus on restoring antique canoes and
other small watercraft as a source of income for the
community. By dedicating part of their efforts to restoration, this co-housing community could focus on
keeping a part of Ontario’s rich history in small wooden boats alive.

Ontario is littered with antique wooden boats
in desperate need of re-conditioning. The restoration

Figure 21.2: Skin-on-Frame Canoe Build (Image and Canoe By Derrick
Pilon, 2020)

Figure 21.1: Skin-on-Frame Canoe Build (Image and Canoe By Derrick
Pilon, 2020)

Figure 21.3: Skin-on-Frame Canoe Build (Image and Canoe By Derrick
Pilon, 2020)
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Figure 21.4: 1970 Nortland 14’ Cedar Plank Canoe Restoration
(Resotrartion and Image By Authour)
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Infrastructure and Building Systems
Anchoring Systems
Using large gabion baskets submerged in
the river, each will house a large wood pier which
rises above the surface of the water; floating barges
will connect to these piers with a housed roller joint.
The structures within the community will be docked
at these barges just like a boat, with a series of lines
tied to bollards on the surface. Given the impermanent nature of the community, when it comes time to
move, the barges connected to the piers can stay to
activate the river as a completely public space, or be
removed all together, leaving behind gabion baskets
to act as substrates for aquatic vegetation to re-generate the aquatic eco-systems.

Figure 22: Community section showing anchoring systems
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Materiality

White oak splines are used for their incredible resistance to moisture and rot, helping to keep these thin
pieces together. Gable and shed roofed buildings will
use a large trim piece around the perimeter as wide
as the walls are thick, to be a visual representation
of the highly efficient wall system, giving a visual cue
to its modular construction. The wood siding will be
left untreated and allowed to age over time, realizing the beauty of allowing nature to take its course.
Roofs will be clad with zinc standing seam panels for
its durability and gentle patina. Each unit will make
use of an integrated gutter system in the roof, with a
down spout hidden within the wall system. The copper
downspout will exit through a hole in the vertical siding. Bent copper tube will be cut to form a tear-drop
shape as a visualization of where water flows. Copper flashing will cover the end grain of the siding to
protect against water absorption and rot, the flange
extenuating the teardrop shape, again visualizing its
purpose as a waterspout. Over time the copper will
patina to its Verdigris colour and stain the patinated siding as a permanent reminder of the water that
flows across it. Again, appreciating the beauty of how
materials naturally age and interact with each other,
and the honesty of imperfection.

Wabi-Sabi is the Japanese principle of allowing nature to take its course and understanding that
nothing is perfect, nothing is ever finished, and nothing will last forever.34 Understanding that everything
will have flaws, and those flaws make things individual
and unique is a part of the weathering of architecture.35 Instead of hiding materials under continuous
coats of paint over years and years, trying to hide
the aging process, this design treats materials in a
way that allows them to interact with each other and
develop natural patina. This philosophy will act as a
starting point to allow the community to grow. From
there, those who live within it will make changes as
they see fit. For example, using different materials for
construction or making their own solutions to issues
they encounter.
Units will be made of a consistent material
palette throughout the community. Cladding comprising of rough sawn pine and spruce vertical siding,
with white oak spline joints will be left unfinished.
34
Cheryl Hunter, Wabi-Sabi: The Magnificence of Imperfection: Cheryl Hunter at TEDxSantaMonica, 2013, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=V1gxziZwmkc.
35
Ibid.

The interior will contrast the exterior with elegant Baltic Birch finishes with polished light-weight
concrete floors. The small space will not be cluttered
with unnecessary ornament and trim. Rather, the interior is meant to look as if it was all made as one large

piece of fine cabinetry, everything with a purpose and
neatly tucked away in its place. The aesthetic is similar
to the living quarters in a well-crafted sailboat.

Figure 23.2: Vertical siding and downspout detail

Figure 23.1: Vertical siding assembly isometric
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Residential Node Exterior Material
Render

Figure 23.4:Communal Gathering Space - Interior

Figure 23.3:Residential Node - Exterior
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Solar Energy Systems

The large-scale solar energy system will
comprise a solar array placed atop the Riverdale Park
Pedestrian Bridge at the North end of the Lower Don
site. An enclosure around a portion of the bridge will
protect pedestrians from the extreme wind and rain
experienced on the very exposed bridge, and will also
provide a structure to fasten the solar array. The bridge
runs east to west above the Don Valley Parkway and
the Don River with no shade coverage during the day,
and has its long side facing due south for prime solar
collection. The underside of the bridge deck will hold
a large battery bank to store the produced energy and
distribute it to the structures within the community
via a low-voltage shore power connection. This connection to the main solar collection will power the
major systems in the units, including the radiant floor
heating system, water pumps, and filters, hull heaters,
and the water aeration pumps outfitted in each hull.
These systems can be switched over to the small-

The floating community will be completely
powered off-grid, relying on 2 scales of solar energy production. The small-scale uses three 1m x 1.5m
solar panels to power the low energy house functions
on a 12V system. This includes things like a small electric cooktop, under counter fridge, lights, and power
outlets. Given the growing availability of 12V household appliances, originating from the marine industry,
there is no need for an inverter system to power a
typical 110V power system. The dual-bilge pumps in
the hull will operate this system as it draws very little
electricity and allows this vital system to work when
disconnected from shore power, for example, when
the unit is being transported to a new location, or
in the event of a power outage in the main system.
When on the water, redundancy is of utmost importance.

scale solar energy system in the event of some sort of
power outage. The small rooftop system cannot sustain these key systems over a long period but will help
keep it operational until the primary power source can
be repaired.

contract.36 By participating in a government program
like this, the community could take advantage of another revenue stream to help operate the other programs within the community. Fig 24.2shows a section through the Riverdale Pedestrian Bridge Solar
Array

Through the Independent Electricity System
Operator (IESO) the community can contribute to
the Feed-In Tariff Program (FIT) and sell renewable
energy back to the grid for a fixed cost on a long-term

36
“FIT Overview,” accessed March 26, 2021, https://www.
ieso.ca/sector-participants/feed-in-tariff-program/overview?pageid=1115&sitenodeid=1052.

3.
Riverdale Pedestrian Bridge Solar Array

-Adjustable solar panels
-12V battery bank
-Underground wire runs to land based utility buildings.
-Residential and communal units connected to shore power
-provides shelter for pedestrians from the elements

Heater

Heater

200 L
Grey Water
Tank
Heater

200 L
Primary Water
Tank
Mini Ceramic Radiant
Heater x4

12V Electrical systems:
-Solar Charge Converter
-Systems Fuse Panel
-Power Distribution Centre
-Deep Cycle Lithium Ion
Battery Bank

Aeration Pump

Water Systems:
-Raw water pump
-Filtered Water Pump
-Raw Water Filter
-Drinking Water Filter
-Control Valves

Heater

Insulated & Heated Systems Box
Notes:
-Pass throughs to cabin will be sealed to prevent
moisture intrusion and heat loss
-All systems will have quick connects between hull
and cabin for easy disconnect and re-connect

Figure 24.2: Riverdale Park Pedestrian Bridge

0

25m

Figure 24.1: Layout of water and power systems within hull
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Waste Removal Systems
The water closets within the residential and
communal buildings within the community are composting toilets. Periodically the waste cartridges of
these toilets are pulled from the housing unit and
emptied into a series of waste collection bins on land,
next to the path system. The community will work
together with the Evergreen Brickworks, collecting
from these bins with a truck. The waste is taken to
the Brickworks site, where a composting program will
turn the waste into a useful by-product. This could
serve as an education program at the Brickworks as
well.

Letros, 2021
Connection to the water

Ecological Systems

Instead of a boardwalk that spans the length
of the river, there will be smaller interventions along
its banks to preserve most of the important riparian
zone and the transition from land to water. A small
staircase cut into the bank leads to a gang plank like
that used on ships at a pier. As the Don River rises
and falls, planks of different lengths span the distance
between the barge and the bank. For accessible units,
they could change this to a permanent ramp system
along the bank.

Each hull will be outfitted with a small aeration pump which serves two major purposes. On large
rivers round the world, like the River Thames, oxygenation barges extract oxygen from the air and pump it
into the water-body. When the oxygen is combined
with the water, it removes dissolved gasses like Carbon Dioxide and Phosphorus, removes algae blooms,
and oxidizes metals like Iron, Hydrogen Sulfide, and
other VOC’s.37 This action cleanses the water, allowing organisms like aquatic plant and animal species to
flourish.38 It also makes it much safer for humans and
land animals which use the river. They will also serve
as ‘bubblers’, devices commonly used in marinas to
agitate the surface of the water. This constant movement of the water prevents ice from forming, which
can damage structures within the water and continues to allow natural aeration with access to open air.39
By using systems like this, the structures themselves
actually act as machines for bettering the environment.

Grey water is collected into a holding tank in
the hull and periodically filtered before being pumped
back into the river. By pre-filtering, the units will
send water back into the river in a cleaner state than
when it was originally pulled to be used in sinks and
showers. Grey water will also be used in the individual
greenhouses for irrigation.

37
“Aeration Tips, Facts, Articles and Useful Knowledge,”
Canadian Pond (blog), accessed March 28, 2021, https://canadianpond.
ca/en/solutions/aeration/.
38
Ibid.
39
Ibid.

Figure 25: Disposal of waste using a cassette style composting toilet
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Construction Systems
Structures must be made in a way that supports ease of construction and maintenance. Wherever possible separate functions remain isolated from
others in their own components, to be assembled as
a kit of parts. For example, the hull and its functions
operate as their own unit separate from the living unit,
keeping like functions grouped together and separated from others. In this way if any work is to be done
on the hull, the living unit can be easily removed, providing ample access to the hull for its work. This kit of
parts can open up doors for possibilities in things like
modular design, where dwelling units, green houses,
and storage options can be mixed and matched, or
removed and customised separately from the main
dwelling unit. This allows for easy customisation,
maintenance and repair of each component.
Wall systems will be a pre-fabricated system
allowing the complete units to also be a modular kit of
parts: the dwelling, glasshouse, and hull. The dwelling

wall and roof system is a total of R-43 and the floor
system R-60 with Rockwool insulation inside a plywood torsion box structure, with exterior rigid foam
insulation. This use of a high-performance envelope
is intended to minimize the need for heating systems that use large amounts of energy, and to keep
a comfortable and healthy space for occupants. The
main heat source will come from a 12V radiant floor
set in lightweight concrete. Immediate heat changes
can be controlled with the use of a small Dickinson
Marine Solid Fuel woodstove. The use of a highly efficient and heated floor system has the most potential for occupants to feel the warmth. Ventilation will
come through the use of the Lunos e2 HRV system,
housed within the wall cavity. Awning style windows
provide the opportunity for natural ventilation, even
on rainy days. Operable wood awnings allow the occupants to adjust the amount of sunlight entering the
building to either shade in the summer, or take advantage of solar heat gain in the winter.

The hull will be constructed using the
cold-molding building technique, with a series of
wood frames and stringers to support a marine plywood skin. This use of a timber frame negates the use

of man-made composite skins such as epoxy coated
fibreglass, or carbon fibre. The hull will be sealed with
an antifouling bottom paint below the water line, with
natural marine varnish above.

-Zinc Standing Seam Roof
-Zinc Flashing
-3/4" Vertical Wood Siding w/ Spline Joint
-3/4" Horizontal Wood Strapping
-3/4" Vertical Wood Strapping
-2 layers 1-1/2" Polyiso Rigid Foam Insulation w/ taped
and overlapped seams R20.4
-3/4" Plywood
-5 1/2" Rockwool Comfortbatt Cavity insulation R23
5 1/2" Plywood "stud" for Torsion Box Construction
-3/4" Plywood Seams taped to create continuous vapour
barrier
-1 1/2" Vertical Wood Strapping Service Cavity
-3/8" Baltic Birch Plywood Interior Wall Finish
-Ventilation and Drainage Vent

R43.4 Wall/Roof Detail

1'-1 85"

-1" Polished Light Weight Concrete Topping
-12V Radiant Heat Wire Mat
-Mortar
-Schluter Ditra Uncoupling Membrane
-3/4" Plywood "Sub-floor"
-10" Rockwool Comfortbatt Cavity Insulation R40
-10" Plywood "Joist" for torsion box construction

1'-4 83"

-3/4" Plywood "Sub-floor"
-3" Poly-Iso Rigid Foam Insulation w/ taped seams
R20.4

R60 Floor Detail

-3/8" Plywood
-3" Polyiso Rigid Foam R20.4
-1/2" Plywood
-5 1/2" Rockwool Comfortbatt
Cavity Insulation R23
-1/2" Plywood

9 87 "

R43.4 Systems Box Detail
Figure 26.1: Elevation showing wide trim board and vertical siding

Figure 26.2: Detail sections showing wall/roof, floor and systems box assemblies
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-1" Polished Light Weight Concrete Topping
-12V Radiant Heat Wire Mat
-Mortar
-Schluter DITRA Uncoupling Membrane
-3/4" Plywood "Sub-floor"
-10" Rockwool comfortbatt cavity insulation R40
-10" Plywood torsion box grid
-3/4" Plywood
-3" Polyiso Rigid Foam Insulation w/ taped seams R20.4

-3/8" Baltic Birch Plywood
-1 21 " strapping for interior service channel
-43 " Plywood
-43 " x 5 21 " Plywood 24" o.c. torsion box grid
-Rockwool Comfortbatt Cavity insulation R23
-43 " Plywood
-Double layer 121 " Polyiso Rigid Foam Insulation w/ taped seams R20.4
-Siding vent for ventilation and drainage
-Vertical and Horizontal43 " strapping
1
-43 " x 6" rough sawn Pine and Spruce vertical siding w/
4 " White Oak spline
Figure 26.3: Wall Assembly - Exploded Isometric

Figure 26.4: Floor Assembly - Exploded Isometric
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Seasonality
Given the location of this community in a
4-season climate, the programmatic and built elements are designed in a way to allow continuation of
its activities throughout the year. Programs can either
continue as usual throughout the seasons or adopt
new activities depending on weather conditions. The
Woodshop and Craft Studio is designed so its activities can all be held indoors within the heated workshop
buildings. Lowered attendant numbers and smaller

Figure 27.1: Isometric showing typical housing node at average water level

scale projects are the only limitations. Food production may continue in the colder weather. The heated glasshouses allow for propagation throughout the
year. The co-housing portion is adaptable as well with
buildings designed to be resilient in extreme weather.
The only difference being that gatherings will most
likely be smaller in scale to be held inside, or adapt the
activities to be held outdoors. For example, gathering around an outdoor woodstove. The Stewardship
stream will see the most change, given its programs

routed directly in the environment. Instead of focusing more effort toward planting, ground cleanup and
river cleanup, the team can focus on clearing dead
standing trees, and dangerous hang-ups, and also on
outdoor education programs regarding the seasonal
habits of local animals, and understanding the way the
ecology of an area changes throughout the seasons.

be changing as well, which happens at a much more
gradual pace. To deal with these changing water levels,
the barges make use of a system which facilitates vertical movement, with anchored wooden piers. Barges
are able to move up and down along these piers with
a roller connection. The use of this connection allows
for very large changes in vertical positioning, while
keeping the barge stationary in the horizontal axis.

In the event of rapid snow-melt or rainfall,
the current of the river increases. For water levels to
change, it would require the level of Lake Ontario to

Figure 27.2: Isometric showing typical housing node at high water level
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When the velocity of the river’s current increases due to rainfall or snow-melt the community must adapt. These increased forces acting on the
built elements of the community could cause issues if
hulls continue to sit broadsided to the moving water.
In this event, the floating buildings will be repositioned
downstream from the housed pole barges. The barge
itself will act as a breakwater to divert the increased

current around the structures. The hulls will be pointed up river, presenting their bow to the current. Given the shape of the slanted pram bow and shallow
V-shaped hull, each unit will divert water, similar to
the way a moving vessel cuts through still water. By
making this change in orientation the community is
much more likely to weather the literal and metaphoric storm.

Conclusion
The Don River Watershed floating community is
meant to be the first in a series of collective housing communities dedicated toward lowering their impact on the
earth through the stewardship of damaged urban watersheds. This first iteration is designed as a model which can
be replicated on other watersheds within the region. By
focusing on sustainable food production, craft, collective
housing and environmental stewardship and education,
this model is able to fulfill its purpose in bringing life back
to some of the most delicate natural areas we have left
in urban Toronto, through the principles of balance and
respect towards the environments we inhabit.

Figure 27.3: Isometric showing typical housing node at high water level
and fast current
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Business Improvement Area:40

40
“Business Improvement Areas (BIAs),” City of Toronto (City of Toronto, August 25, 2017), Toronto, Ontario, Canada, https://www.
toronto.ca/city-government/accountability-operations-customer-service/city-administration/city-managers-office/agencies-corporations/agencies/
business-improvement-areas-bias/.

Business Improvment Area

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Oversee the improvement, beautification and maintenance of municipally-owned land, buildings and
structures in the business improvement area
Promote the business improvement area as a business, employment, tourist or shopping area
Undertake safety, security and crime-prevention initiatives
Prepare strategic plans to address BIA issues
Advocate on behalf of the interests of the BIA, subject to certain limits contained in Toronto Municipal
Code, Chapter 19, Business Improvement Areas

0

WAY
Y PARK
VALLE
DON

⋅

E.

AV

Administration and strategic management of a BIA is the responsibility of the BIA Board. Among their
responsibilities, BIA Boards:

W

There are currently 83 BIAs PDF in the City of Toronto. They work in partnership with the City to enhance and
promote business areas as safe, vibrant places to do business, unique destinations for tourists and focal points
for neighbourhood activity.

IE

A Business Improvement Area (BIA) is made up of commercial and industrial property owners and their nonresidential tenants who join together under a volunteer Board of Management (BIA Board) to carry out improve
ments and promote economic development within their designated area.

BAY V

https://www.toronto.ca/city-government/accountability-operations-customer-service/city-administration/city-managers-office/agencies-corporations/agencies/business-improvement-areas-bias/
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Figure 28.1: Business Improvment Area (Map by Author). Information
from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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41
“Neighbourhood Improvement Area - Location and Population Characteristics,” accessed March 27, 2021, https://www.toronto.ca/311/
knowledgebase/kb/docs/articles/social-development,-finance-and-administration/social-policy-analysis-and-research/policy-development,-research-and-planning-analysis/neighbourhood-improvement-area-location-and-population-characteristics.html.

E.

AV

These areas were created in consultation with the City’s Community Safety Secretariat, the Community
Resources Unit and the Social Policy Analysis & Research unit. They partly build on the nine investment areas
identified by the Strong Neighbourhoods Task Force, an initiative of the Toronto City Summit Alliance com		
prising the City, the United Way of Greater Toronto and representatives from community-based agencies, the 		
business community and academia.

W

Priority areas are designated areas within the City that need additional investment to combat specific problems 		
such as higher-than-average crime or a shortage of services. There are thirteen (13) Priority Areas (also referred
to as priority neighbourhoods) which were defined in the fall of 2005 in response to a perceived increase in gun 		
crime and youth gang activity.

IE

https://www.toronto.ca/311/knowledgebase/kb/docs/articles/social-development,-finance-and-administration/social-policy-analysis-and-research/policy-development,-research-and-planning-analysis/neighbourhood-improvement-area-location-and-population-characteristics.html
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Figure 28.2: Neighbourhood Improvment Area (Map by Author). Information
from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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Natural Heritage System: 42

IE

42
“Summary of the Agricultural System and Natural Heritage System Policies in Ontario’s Provincial Plans*,” accessed March 27, 2021,
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/landuse/agsys-sum.htm.

Natural Heritage System

Natural Heritage Systems enable ecological processes to continue across the landscape by reducing habitat
fragmentation and allowing for the movement of plants and animals. Where natural features are limited in
size or are widely dispersed, the Natural Heritage System includes lands without natural features but with
the potential to be restored to enhance habitat and connectivity. These lands may also be identified as
working landscapes that enable ecological functions to continue.
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wetlands
fish habitat
significant woodlands
significant wildlife habitat and
habitat of endangered and threatened species.
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Natural Heritage Systems are connected systems of natural features and areas and the lands and 		
waters that link them together, including:
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Figure 28.3: Natural Heritage System (Map by Author). Information
from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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43
“311 Knowledge Base,” accessed March 27, 2021, https://www.toronto.ca/311/knowledgebase/kb/docs/articles/parks,-forestry-and-recreation/urban-forestry/ravine-and-natural-feature-protection-by-law.html.
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Ravines represent a significant part of the city’s natural heritage features and incorporate important 			
ecological, geological and hydrological functions. The Ravine & Natural Feature Protection Bylaw is emblematic		
of the City’s interest in promoting good stewardship.

W

The Ravine Protection & Natural Feature Bylaw, first passed by City Council on October 3, 2002, is a tool to 		
protect features (trees and landform) and functions (ecology and hydrology) of the ravine and natural 			
feature system by encouraging environmentally responsible management. The current by-law replaces previous		
ravine bylaws and expands the area of protection to the entire city.

IE

https://www.toronto.ca/311/knowledgebase/kb/docs/articles/parks,-forestry-and-recreation/urban-forestry/ravine-and-natural-feature-protection-by-law.html
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Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-law:43
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Figure 28.4: Ravine and Natural Feature Protection By-Law (Map by Author).
Information from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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https://www.toronto.ca/explore-enjoy/parks-gardens-beaches/ravines-natural-parklands/environmentally-significant-areas-2/

Like all natural areas, Environmentally Significant Areas help to make the city a healthier place. Plants filter air 		
and water, help prevent flooding by absorbing storm water and help keep the city cooler in the summer.

44
“Environmentally Significant Areas – City of Toronto,” accessed March 27, 2021, https://www.toronto.ca/explore-enjoy/parks-gardens-beaches/ravines-natural-parklands/environmentally-significant-areas-2/.
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They are home to rare or endangered plants or animals.
They are large, diverse and relatively undisturbed which many plants and animals need to survive and
reproduce.
They contain rare, unusual or high-quality landforms that help us understand how Toronto’s landscape
formed.
They provide important ecological functions that contribute to the health of ecosystems beyond their
boundaries, such as serving as a stopover location for migratory wildlife.
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Most Environmentally Significant Areas reflect remnants of the original ecosystem. Others, such as 			
Tommy Thompson Park, are man-made. Each Environmentally Significant Area has one or more of the
following environmental qualities:

IE

In a city as densely populated as Toronto many high-quality natural areas still remain. Most of these natural
areas are found in ravines, river valleys and along the waterfront, where they form the core of the city’s
natural parklands system. Environmentally Significant Areas contain forests, meadows, wetlands 			
and landforms, support an extraordinary variety of plant and animal life, and provide opportunities for people to 		
experience wilderness in the city.
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Environmentally Significant Areas are spaces within Toronto’s natural heritage system that require special 		
protection to preserve their environmentally significant qualities.

Environmentally Significant Area
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Environmentally Significant Area:44
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Figure 28.5: Environmentally Significant Area (Map by Author). Information
from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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With more than 60 years of experience, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) is one of 36 		
Conservation Authorities in Ontario, created to safeguard and enhance the health and well-being of watershed 		
communities through the protection and restoration of the natural environment and the ecological services the
environment provides.		
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Carruthers Creek
Don River
Duffins Creek
Etobicoke Creek
Highland Creek
Humber River
Mimico Creek
Petticoat Creek
Rouge River

The regulated area represents the greatest physical extent of the combined hazards, plus a prescribed allow-		
ance, as set out in the Conservation Authorities Act.

45

“About TRCA - Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA),” accessed March 27, 2021, https://trca.ca/about/.
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TRCA’s vast jurisdiction comprises the following nine watersheds, plus their collective Lake Ontario waterfront 		
shorelines:
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Figure 28.6: Toronto Region Conservation Authority Limit (Map by Author).
Information from https://map.toronto.ca/maps/map.jsp?app=TorontoMaps_v2
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